
VOTE NO ON ALL 3 NOV. 8!

Prop. 3 Reproductive Freedom for All

Prop. 2 Promote the Vote

Prop. 1 Voters for Transparency and Term Limits

All 3 proposals are amendments to the MI Constitution (permanent changes)

§ Allows abortion up to birth, including partial-birth abortion and the 
termination of babies that survive abortions

§ Allows minor children to obtain abortions, sterilization, puberty 
blockers, & sex change surgery without parental knowledge or consent

§ Eliminates screenings of women coerced into abortion to conceal 
trafficking

§ Removes health and safety requirements of abortion facilities

§ Allows private sources to selectively fund elections, giving billionaires 
the power to directly manipulate election outcomes

§ Allows nine days of early in-person voting – less oversight, higher cost
§ More absentee ballots/drop boxes – less oversight, higher cost
§ No state ID required to vote – potential for non-citizens to vote
§ Establishes that post-election audits can ONLY be conducted by state/ 

local officials. Explicitly denies citizens access to election records –
potentially making it a crime to ask questions about election accuracy.

Would give Michigan the most extreme abortion law in the world

Would make us highly vulnerable to manipulated elections

NO

NO

NO

Would actually double how long Representatives can serve

§ Reduces max. length a lawmaker can serve from 14 yrs to 12 yrs, but
would allow them to serve the full 12 years in one chamber! Since the 
Senate only has 38 seats and the House 110, currently most House 
Reps never make it to the Senate. Therefore, it actually doubles a 
State Rep’s ability to serve from 6 yrs to 12 yrs and lengthens a 
Senator’s from 8 yrs to 12 yrs.
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